Abstract. The critical behaviour of the O(n)-symmetric model with two n-vector fields is studied within the field-theoretical renormalization group approach in a D = 4 − 2ǫ expansion. Depending on the coupling constants the β-functions, fixed points and critical exponents are calculated up to the one-and two-loop order, resp. (η in two-and three-loop order). Continuous lines of fixed points and O(n)×O(2) invariant discrete solutions were found. Apart from already known fixed points two new ones were found. One agrees in one-loop order with a known fixed point, but differs from it in two-loop order.
Introduction
The renormalization group approach provides a natural framework for the understanding of critical properties of phase transitions. A very large variety of critical phenomena can be described by so called φ 4 models. The simple O(n)-symmetric one-field model
where φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ n ) is a real n-component vector-field, while τ is a temperature-like parameter and g > 0, was extended in [1] to the interplay of two vector-fields under the O(n)+O(m) symmetry 
Six different fixed points were found. Three of them are always unstable and the stability of three others depends on n and m. The O(n)+O(m) model has been used to describe multicritical phenomena. We mention the critical behaviour of uniaxial antiferromagnets in a magnetic field parallel to the field direction [1] and the SO(5)-theory of high-T c superconductors [2, 3, 4] . Also interesting phenomena of inverse symmetry breaking, symmetry nonrestoration and reentrant phase transitions were reported [5, 6] . This model as well as model (3) presented below have also been investigated in [7] . Recently frustrated spin systems with noncollinear or canted spin ordering have been the object of intensive research [8, 9, 10, 11] . Examples are helical magnets and layered triangular Heisenberg antiferromagnets [12] . In the corresponding action S O(n)×O(2) (φ 1 , φ 2 ) = 1 2 (∇φ 1 ) 2 + (∇φ 2 ) 2 + τ φ 
the scalar product φ 1 φ 2 is present [13, 14, 15] . Both fields have n components and the model possesses the O(n)×O (2) symmetry. In the 4 − 2ǫ expansion, the number of fix points (FP) and their stability depend on n, however different theoretical methods lead to contradictory results [4] .
The results based on 3-loop renormalization group calculations [16, 17, 18] show that in three-dimensional chiral magnets with n = 2, 3 critical fluctuations destroy continuous phase transitions converting them into the first-order ones, i. e. the chiral class of universality does not exist. On the other hand, the analysis of the higher-order -5-loop and 6-loop -3D RG expansions reveals a new stable fixed point for physical values of n [19] . This new fixed point turns out to be a focus [20] that governs the critical behavior of the system in a somewhat unusual way. It was found to exist only for n < 6 [21] having no generic relation to the stable chiral fixed point seen at small ǫ and large n. The situation in two dimensions seems to be similar [22] .
The major part of the results obtained within other approaches ("exact" renormalization group, Monte Carlo simulations, etc.) may be considered as favoring the fluctuation-induced first-order chiral transitions for n = 2, 3 [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Such transitions are characterized by effective critical exponents that are non-universal and depend on the magnet or antiferromagnet studied. Arguments were presented [30] that the new chiral fixed point found in [19] may be an artefact produced by rather long RG expansions. For detailed discussion and most recent results see, e. g. [31, 32] .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the critical behaviour of the general O(n) symmetric theory S O(n) (φ 1 , φ 2 ) = S 0 (φ 1 , φ 2 , τ ) + S int (φ 1 , φ 2 , g),
S int (φ 1 , φ 2 , g) = 1 8 I k g kl I l = 1 8 IgI of two classical fields with n components respectively, with   
g is assumed to be symmetric, g ji = g ij . Whenever possible we use only g ij with i ≤ j. The model (4) becomes O(n)+O(n) symmetric when τ 3 = g 13 = g 23 = g 33 = 0. On the other hand, setting
leads to the O(n)×O(2) model of frustrated spins.
As a function of n we find 10 FPs in total. To our knowledge the FPs we denote by RS 2.1b and RS 2.3 are new ones. The FP RS 2.1b is remarkable, since in 1-loop order it coincides with the FP RS 2.1a, which describes two decoupled isotropic systems. RS 2.1b shows in order ǫ 3/2 a coupling between both systems for general n. In the next section we give the expression of the β-function and of various anomalous dimensions, which allow the determination of the critical exponents η, ν and ω and the cross-over exponents in one-loop order for model (4) . In section 3 we consider orthogonal transformations between the two fields φ 1 and φ 2 . As a consequence there will be discrete FPs (invariant under this transformation) and lines of FPs. Then we classify the solutions according to the behaviour in the large n limit. In section 5 the various fixed points are determined and the corresponding critical exponents are given for finite n. If in some range of n the FP becomes complex, we determine in order ǫ the limit n c , where it becomes complex (for positive n only). Comparison is made with the known models (1-3) in section 6. A summary concludes the paper.
The 4 − 2ǫ Expansion
The expression for the critical exponents can be taken from the review article by Brézin, le Guillou, and Zinn-Justin [33] . Writing
one obtains
The six β functions β ij ≡ µ∂ µ g ij , where µ is an auxiliar parameter with the critical dimension 1, can be written in 1-loop order 
We have rescaled the couplings by a factor 8π 2 as usual. The FPs g * are the solutions of β ij (g * ) = 0. We observe that (4) is symmetric under the simultaneous interchange of g 11 with g 22 and g 13 with g 23 . The simultaneous change of signs of g 13 and g 23 leaves the solution of (10) invariant.
The stability matrix
is easily obtained. The eigenvalues of (12) are the critical exponents ω.
Similarly the critical exponents η are obtained from the eigenvalues γ * Φ of the symmetric 2 × 2 matrix γ Φ at g = g * , , 
Eigenfunctions of this matrix are of three types: (i) They may be O(n) symmetric corresponding to the variation of the τ i . Thus one applies eigenfunctions of type a kl δ κλ to (14) and witĥ
the eigenvalues are those of the 3 × 3 matrix
which in one-loop order reads
(ii) They may be of type a k,l b κ,λ with a and b symmetric in the indices, and b κ,κ = 0. They yield cross-over exponents which are obtained from the eigenvalues of the 3 × 3 matrix
which in one-loop order reads 
(iii) Finally they may be of type a k,l b κ,λ , but now with both a and b antisymmetric in their indices. They are obtained from
The various γs given here are the anomalous dimensions in terms of the length scale. The full dimension y is written
for perturbations homogeneous in φ of order N. For γ * Φ the minus sign applies, whereas for the other exponents the plus sign has to be taken. The first two contributions in the last expression are the bare exponents valid for the trivial fixed point, whereas the last term constitutes the anomalous contribution. If one singles out a linear combination of the scalar products I as multiplied by the temperature difference τ from the critical point, then the singular part of the free energy shows the scaling behavior
near criticality, where τ and µ i are multiplied by scaling operators. ν obeys y τ = 1/ν and the gap-exponents ∆ i are related to the y i by
In the special case of operators bilinear in φ the exponents ∆ i are cross-over exponents.
Field rotations
One may perform a rotation between the fields φ 1 and φ 2 in the model (4),
Performing the rotation (25) yields
The matrix M is orthogonal and the interaction transforms according to
Obviously both sets of couplings describe the same critical behavior. One finds that
are invariant under the rotations, whereas 
For the interactions invariant under O(n)×O(2) the amplitudes a 31 , a 32 , a 41 , a 42 have to vanish. For all other interactions we may choose ϕ. We will choose it so that
In the following section we will derive the FPs of (10) with the condition (33), from which all other fixed points can be obtained by means of the transformations (31, 32) leaving the expressions (28) invariant.
The Classification of the Fixed Points in the Large n Limit

The form of the projectors
In the large n limit we may neglect the last term in (10) . We express g in terms of the matrix p,
We see that at criticality (β ij ≡ 0) and in the limit n → ∞ the matrix p becomes idempotent: p = p 2 . The only eigenvalues of idempotent matrices are 0 and 1. Thus depending on the number k of eigenvalues 1 there are four types of symmetric (3 × 3) idempotent matrices p (35) with the restriction
Next the solution of (10) in the limit n → ∞ is calculated by considering the first two orders in 1/(n + 8) to g * . This yields further conditions on z for the classes p (1,2) .
The class p (0)
This class consists of the trivial FP g * = 4ǫp (0) /(n + 8) = 0 only. The stability matrix
is diagonal as we can see from (10) . All its eigenvalues are negative and the FP is unstable. This FP is exact and remains invariant under the orthogonal transformations.
The class p (1)
Here, the ansatz
with the symmetric matrix h is put into the β-functions (10). We neglect the terms of higher order in 1/(n + 8) and obtain
where
The equation for the terms of first order in 1/(n + 8) gives the already known condition (36) . From the equation for terms of second order we obtain
Two of these six equations fix z, the remaining four can be used to determine h. We multiply (41) by z i and sum over i
With c j ≡ z i c ij we obtain
or
The constants c ij = c ji in (39) can be calculated with (10) and (11) . The constants c i = c ij z j then read
Two of the three equations (44) turn out to be identical. With (36) we obtain the following conditions on z:
Thus solutions are given by
where the first solutions can be read off immediately from the eqs. (48), whereas the last pair of solutions follows from z 1 − z 2 = 0, z 3 = 0 and eq. (36). This last solution describes an O(n)×O(2)-invariant interaction. Due to the ansatz (38) a change of the sign of the zs does not alter the fixed point. Thus z 12 and −z 12 yield the same class of fixed points. The interaction can be written
in this large n-limit. One realizes that the rotation (26) of I can be rewritten
Thus z 12 in
stays constant, whereas z 1 − z 2 and z 3 vary under rotation with
Thus for z 12 = ± √ 2 one obtains a whole continuum of solutions. The eigenvalues of the stability matrix are determined in appendix Appendix A. In leading order they are independent of z 12 . Similarly one can determine the other exponents from eqs. (13-21) and obtain in the limit of large n
Here and in the following exponents appearing several times are indicated by (...×). If a ± appears in an exponent, then exponents with both signs contribute. The exponent γ * cr,a is always the last one of γ * cr .
The class p (2)
Here the ansatz
with a symmetric matrix h is put into (10) . This leads to
The equation for the first order terms in 1/(n + 8) gives (36) again. The equation for the second order terms is
With the same arguments which led from (41) to (48) we now deduce conditions on z corresponding to (48):
(z
where the first two solutions are immediately obvious from eqs. (60) and the last one follows from z 1 = z 2 , z 3 = 0, and eq.
(36). This last solution represents an O(n)× O(2)-invariant model. The interaction can be written
in the large n-limit. Note that I i I i is invariant under rotations (26) . Thus the same argument concerning the invariance of z 12 under rotations as for p (1) applies here. Again for z 12 = ± √ 2 one obtains a continuous set of models related by the transformation (51 to 54).
The stability matrix ω yields in this limit eigenvalues opposite in sign to those of p (1) (appendix Appendix A). Similarly one determines the other exponents from eqs. (13-21) and obtains in the limit of large n
The class p (3)
In the large n limit one obtains g * = 4ǫp (3) /(n+8), which yields the exponents in leading order
Solutions for Finite n
Fixed Points
In order to solve the eqs. (10) for the couplings g * for finite n, we observe that the 'gauge' condition a 42 = g 13 − g 23 = 0 yields
Thus we have to solve any of the two equations
together with the three equations
If g 13 = 0, then β 33 factors
Then we distinguish the two cases
4ǫ − (n + 2)g 33 + 2g 11 + 2g 22 + 8g 12 = 0.
One obtains the following solutions from (69,72,75)
Eqs. (69,72,76) yield for g 33 = 0
Eqs. (70,72,73) with g 11 = g 22 yield
Eqs. (71,72,73) yield for g 13 = 0
We consider the solutions (77 to 80) as representative solutions. They are denoted by RS k.m, where k indicates that they belong to p (k) in the large n limit, and m numbers the various solutions.
There are three types of solutions: (i) The solutions, which are invariant under O(n)×O(2). There is one solution for each k, RS 0.1, 1.3, 2.2, and 3.1, (ii) solutions for which a 31 = a 32 = 0, RS 1.2, 2.1, and (iii) solutions for which as can be different from 0, RS 1.1, 1.4, and 2.3. The solutions can be seen both in (79) and (80). They are obtained from one another by a rotation by ϕ = π/4. All solutions with the exception of the trivial fixed point RS 0.1 have an exponent ω = 2ǫ independent of n in one-loop order, since β ij = −2ǫg ij + term bilinear in the gs and thus ∂β ij /∂g kl | g=g * g * kl = 2ǫg * ij .
For the solutions (i) of symmetry O(n)×O(2) eq. (6) holds. Then eqs. (13, 17, 19) yield the eigenvalues
All three sets of exponents contain two degenerate exponents. The first exponent γ * τ yields ν, the two other ones belong to perturbations of type φ 2 1 − φ 2 2 and φ 1 φ 2 . Thus they yield cross-over exponents. The first cross-over exponent γ * cr belongs to operators b κλ (φ 1κ φ 1λ + φ 2κ φ 2λ ), the two equal exponents to b κλ (φ 1κ φ 1λ − φ 2κ φ 2λ ) and b κλ φ 1κ φ 2λ with symmetric b κλ . The degeneracies are due to the O(2) invariance.
All other solutions to type (ii) and (iii) can be obtained by means of field rotations as described in section 3. These solutions yield one exponent ω = 0 since the field rotations create lines of fixed points. This exponent in not a true scaling exponent, but a redundant one, since the perturbation is obtained from an infinitesimal rotation between φ 1 and φ 2 .
Critical Exponents
In the following we give the critical exponents of the various fixed points. 
RS 1.2 Representatives are given in (77) and (78). The critical exponents are
In the representation (77) g 13 = g 23 = 0 holds and the γ τ matrix (17) becomes a blockmatrix and has the eigenvalues γ * τ = {γ * τ 1 , γ * τ 2 , γ * τ 3 } which in the case of g * 11 = g * 22 belong to the eigenvectors (1, 1, 0), (1, −1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) respectively in our convention. Thus the first entry represents an ordinary critical exponent when τ 1 = τ 2 , the third entry is the critical exponent of τ 3 , and the second entry as well as the exponents γ * cr are related to the crossover.
RS 1.3 This solution is not only invariant under O(n)×O(2), but even under O(2n)
. g * is given in (77). Its critical exponents are
The last two exponents of γ * τ belong to cross-over exponents (discussion after (81)). These exponents and all exponents γ * cr are equal.
RS 1.4 Its representative couplings are given in (79) and (80). In one loop order one obtains the exponents
We consider the coupling in two loop order, since it yields in order ǫ the region in which the couplings are real. Using the representation (79) the couplings may be written
with 4 ,
Thus with w(n 0 ) = 0 the limit of real couplings is given by
which in our case yields n c = 1 , which we denote RS 2.1b. Both types of FPs agree in one-loop order, but differ in the next order. Note that the first FP has a 31 = a 32 = 0, whereas the second does not show this symmetry. In the following we give the FPs and critical exponents in two-loop order (for γ * Φ in three-loop order). First the general scheme to obtain the FPs beyond first order is explained. Let the β-function up to two-loop order read
where the indices i , p , q , r replace the double indices ij and expand the contributions in one-loop order
and similarly the higher-loop orders. With
one obtains from β i (g * ) order ǫ r , r > 2 the equation
where the r.h.s. of the equation (95) contains only g * r ′ ,q with r ′ < r − 1. The matrix B is the matrix ω in one-loop order. If none of the eigenvalues of this matrix vanishes, then eq. (95) can be used to calculate g * r in increasing order r. If due to the rotation invariance one of the eigenvalues vanishes, then the condition (33) reduces the number of independent couplings by 1 and eliminates the vanishing eigenvalue. If, however, a second eigenvalue vanishes, then the calculation has to be modified. For this RS 2.1 we assume g 22 = g 11 and expand g 11 , g 12 , g 33 as in eq. (94), but denote g u = g 13 = g 23 and expand
From now on the indices i, p, q, ... stand only for the double indices 11, 12, 33, but not for 13. Order ǫ 2 of β i (g * ) = 0 is fulfilled by the solutions of RS 1.2
Order ǫ 5/2 of β u = 0 yields
Since for the FP RS 2.1 B uu = 0, this is automatically fulfilled. Next
from which one calculates g * 2,i . Note that it depends on the yet unknown g * 2
Since B uu = 0, we have either g * 1,u = 0 (RS 2.1a) or C u = 0, which constitutes a quadratic equation in g * 1,u yielding the FP (RS 2.1b). Higher orders in ǫ are determined uniquely. Order ǫ r , r > 3 of β i = 0 yields
where the right hand side of the equation contains g * r ′ ,q with r ′ < r − 1 and g * r ′ ,u with r ′ < r − 2. Order ǫ r+1/2 of β u = 0 yields
The r.h.s contains g * r ′ ,q with r ′ < r − 1 and g * r ′ ,u with r ′ < r − 2. In all cases B uu = 0. For RS 2.1a one has g * 1,u = 0 and C u = 0, which allows a unique determination of g * r−2,u . Since each term of the r.h.s. contains at least one factor g r ′ ,u , one obtains g r−2,u = 0. For RS 2.1b both B u = C u = 0 vanish. However the sum p k 0 upu g * 1,u g * r−1,p depends via g * r−1,p on g * r−2,u . As a result one obtains from this equation g * r−2,u .
RS 2.1a
This solution describes two independent O(n) models.
RS 2.1b
The second FP to RS 2.1 is given by
In the limit D = 4 it is real for n ≥ 4. Its critical exponents are
RS 2.3
The representatives of this fixed point are given in (79) and (80). Its critical exponents are , − (n + 6)(n + 14)(2ǫ) (n + 8)(n 2 + 4n + 20)
,
where λ ′ is solution of the equation
In an expansion in 1/(n + 8) one obtains the ωs
Similarly as for RS 1.4 we consider the coupling in two loop order, since it yields in order ǫ the region in which the couplings are real. Using the representation (79) the couplings may be written in the form (87, 88) with RS 2.2 and 3.1 These two fixed points are solutions of one and the same quadratic equation. Both fixed points are O(n)×O(2) invariant. In two-loop order the solutions g * can be written 
The exponent γ * τ 1 determines ν, whereas the two degenerate ones yield cross-over exponents.
The other cross-over exponents are obtained from
(3n
The six exponents ω are
(n 3 + 14n
In two-loop order one can write
As a result one obtains
which yields n c = 12 ± 4 √ 6 − (12 ± 14 √ 6/3)(2ǫ) + O(2ǫ) 2 in agreement with [12] . ‡ The FP (112) is stable for large n, where the sign s in front of the root √ w is chosen positive. The stability of this FP in three dimensions is discussed on the basis of various calculation schemes in sect. 11.5.3 of [4] , see also [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] .
The large n-expansion of critical exponents for the FP (112) was performed in [12, 34] . We mention the results for the exponents γ * Φ and γ * τ in arbitrary dimension D and in the first order of 1/n
The exponents η and ν were already given in [12] , the exponent ν 2 in [34] , where 1/ν 2 = 2 + γ * τ,2 . It yields a cross-over exponent ∆ = ν/ν 2 , compare eqs. (23, 24) .
The well-known Subcases
Here we review the FPs of our model (4) which also contain the actions (1-3). While the trivial Gaussian FP is unstable in all models, their stable FPs, apart of the stable FP of (3), are found unstable in the general model (4). The nontrivial n-Heisenberg FP of the simple φ 4 model (1) is stable and corresponds to RS 1.1, if the second field is neglected. The quantities (83) reduce to
The models (2) and (3) are special cases of model (4) . Since the number of independent couplings τ and g are less, the number of exponents (γ * Φ , γ * τ , ω) reduce to (2,2,3) for model (2) and to (1,1,2) for model (3) . Those exponents γ * τ of (4), which are no longer γ * τ s of (2) and (3) belong now to the exponents γ * cr . The O(n)+O(n) model (2) with 3g 11 = g 1 , 3g 22 = g 2 , 6g 12 = g 3 , g 13 = 0, g 23 = 0, g 33 = 0 has six nontrivial FPs. Three of them are decoupled (g * 3 = 0) and therefore represent tetracritical rather than bicritical behavior [1] : The n-HeisenbergGaussian FP with g * 1 = 6(2ǫ)/(n + 8) and g * 2 = 0, the Gaussian-n-Heisenberg FP with g * 2 = 6(2ǫ)/(n + 8) and g * 1 = 0 and the n-Heisenberg-n-Heisenberg FP with g * 1 = g * 2 = 6(2ǫ)/(n + 8). The critical exponents of the n-Heisenberg-Gaussian FP RS 1.1 in (79) are
and the decoupled n-Heisenberg-n-Heisenberg FP RS 2.1 in (77) has 
The latter FP is clearly stable for n > 4.
The three remaining FPs have a nonvanishing g * 3 and therefore represent bicritical behavior. The first FP is the isotropic 2n-Heisenberg FP [35, 36] 
The biconical FP is stable for n = 3 in our approximation. The last FP is given by RS 1.4 in (79) and is complex for n > 1. Its critical exponents are given by γ * φ1,2 , γ * τ 1,2 , and ω 2,5,6 of (86). This FP coincides with the biconical FP for n = 1.
The frustrated spin model (3) is invariant under O(n)×O(2). It is obtained by τ 2 = τ 1 , g 11 = g 22 = u/3, g 12 = u/3 − v/6, g 33 = v/6, g 13 = g 23 = 0. It has four FPs: the trivial Gaussian FP RS 0.1, the isotropic 2n-Heisenberg FP RS 1.3, and the fixed point RS 2.2 and RS 3.1. γ * Φ is that of RS 2.2 and 3.1. γ τ is γ * τ 1 of (113), the other γ τ i and the γ cr of (113) yield the cross-over exponents, and ω equals ω 5,6 of (115).
The FPs 2.2 and 3.1 are complex for 2.2 < n < 21.8 close to D = 4. This region decreases with decreasing D [9, 17] . The question of the range of stability in D = 3 is under debate [4, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [30] [31] [32] .
Summary and Conclusion
We considered in detail the O(n)-model (4) of two fields.
We gave the expressions for the β functions (10,11) and the matrices γ Φ (13), γ τ (17), γ cr,s (18) and ω (12), and γ cr,a (21) for the model (4) from which the critical exponents are obtained in one-loop order (for η in two-loop order).
Next we considered its properties under orthogonal transformations of the two fields. Two types of FPs emerge: Four of them are invariant under O(n)×O (2) . The other FPs are not invariant under O(2) and yield lines of FPs. The transformation of the couplings under O(2) were given.
A classification of the FPs in the large n-limit was given, before they were determined for general n. Under the numerous FPs the corresponding FPs of the wellknown models were found. To our best knowledge the FPs RS 2.1b and 2.3 are new. RS 2.1b has the remarkable property that it agrees for arbitrary n with RS 2.1a, which describes two uncoupled systems, in one-loop order. For these FPs two of the exponents ω vanish in one-loop order. For special values of n some of the FPs coincide or yield an extra vanishing ω. This is left for further discussion.
The full description of the fixed-point structure and the values of the most essential critical exponents can be useful for analytical and numerical investigation of the critical features of the system near D = 4. In this way a better understanding of such interesting phenomena as inverse symmetry breaking, symmetry nonrestoration, and reentrant phase transitions could be obtained. Our model generalizes the O(n)+O(n) and the O(n)×O(2) model giving rise to a variety of multi-critical phenomena.
For p (2) the stability matrix reads in this limit ω = 2ǫ1 6 − 2ǫB 1 B 2 (A. 5) and thus the eigenvalues are the negative of those of ω for p (1) .
